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Mother Winter's Embrace
As I write this, it is early December
and Maine is being hit with its first major snow storm of the season. Schools
are cancelled, motorists are cautioned
to stay off the roads, power outages are
anticipated. But while many will experience this blizzard as a terrific nuisance, I want to try and live it as an
embrace, as an enveloping, nurturing,
and loving hug from Mother Winter.
She growls, "Stop squirming, stop
yelping, and hold still, for I am Awasoskwa, the Bear
Mother. I have you in
my great arms now, and
I say you will rest, you
will listen, you will
dream." As a Japanese
proverb suggests, a little
snow makes the path
clearer; but a lot of snow
makes the path impassable, encouraging us to
seek a different route, to
journey within. And on
that inner journey, we must learn to see
and feel and hear in another way.
Mother winter's bear hug enfolds us
with the possibilities of insight and
wisdom from another dimension.
This winter dimension has traditionally been ruled by Crone goddesses
who oversee death, transformation, and
rebirth. Two such goddesses from the
snowy climes are Skadi and Frau
Holle. Skadi gave her name to such
places as Scandinavia and Scotland.
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Starcat's Corner: Self in Community
Over the past couple of years, I’ve been experiencing changes in my chosen spiritual community.
I was involved in several active groups for a number of years, including being co-leader of the local
SpiralScouts circle. These days, I’m doing less
group ritual work and more solo and one-on-one
magick. This goes along with how I’m pursuing
my calling, which is focused on writing and other
forms of creativity. It’s like I’m returning to my
roots as a solitary witch who reaches out to the
community through the written
word and individual contacts, as
well as periodic networking with
other solitaries.
Part of the process has been
rethinking what it means to be in
service to community. In the Pagan world, we often think of our
clergy as leading covens, teaching
classes, facilitating handfastings, or doing interfaith
outreach. These are all valid and necessary roles.
Yet there are as many ways to serve one’s community as there are people doing that work. Writing
articles and books, creating websites and message
boards, offering healing to an ill community member, taking care of a patch of land – these are just a
few of the ways we may offer our help. Everyone
and everything is interconnected, so any action we
take that reaches out with helpful intentions has a

ripple effect. The key is to offer part of yourself,
with love, to another being.
In fact, community service is most effective
when you’re doing something you love to do,
something that calls to your soul. We may look to
the way others serve their community, and in the
process devalue our own gifts by taking them for
granted. We hear about an acquaintance who volunteers at a hospice, reading to dying
patients, and we think “wow,
that’s so amazing. I could never do
that – I’m just too sensitive.” We
forget that every spring we go out
and clean up trash and fallen
branches as we walk our favorite
trail. Yet our acquaintance might
look on that task with admiration
and even envy, because a knee injury limits her ability to hike. Each of us has unique
gifts, and we bring them to all of our interactions in
community.
We also constantly serve as role models for
others, on many levels. As we move along our path,
we not only model our actions and attitudes, but
also energies and images on a more subtle level.
Whether we know it or not, we are a beacon, shining our individual light into the universe. If we’re
(Continued on page 4)

About the EarthTides Pagan Network
The Maine Pagan community is diverse, independent and
geographically distant. We worship in groups or alone,
but sometimes need contact and a shared forum to express our ideas and concerns for this community.
The EarthTides Pagan Network was established in 1989
as a support resource for Maine Pagans. All solitaries
and groups are welcome to join.
A subscription to this newsletter is available for a suggested donation of $11.00 per year. Single copies may
be obtained by sending a $1.50 donation and a self-

addressed, stamped envelope to: EPN, P.O. Box 161, E.
Winthrop, ME 04343.
E-mail: epn@maine.rr.com

Submission deadline for the
Imbolc, 08 issue
is December 29, 2007.
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Aesir to Zeus
City of Dogs, by Livi Michael, a fantasy for ages
10-14, is a treasure. Take
a handful of dogs, one especially magical dog from
another world, three suspiciously mysterious ladies with an interest in
knitting, impending Ragnarok, and a boy who just
loves his dog. What you
have is a pretty good introduction to Norse mythology, slyly worked into a great and heartwarming adventure fantasy. Putnam, $16.99.
The Holy Book of
Women's Mysteries, by
Z. Budapest, has been
called one of the foundations of modern-day
feminist spirituality. It is
full of wit and wisdom,
spells and ritual, and lots
of just plain common
sense. It has recently
been republished in an
expanded edition, with a
new introduction and
new essays by writers from Starhawk to Merlin
Stone. Weiser, $19.95.

Sacred Land, by Clea Danaan, is
a real treasure for all you gardeners out there. In addition to good
advice on growing things, the
author gives much more: connecting with the garden goddesses, healing the land and
yourself, buying local food and
eating seasonally, effective ways
of spreading the message of sustainability to your community,
and lots of good resources. Llewellyn, $15.95.
Tarot Theory and Practice:
A Revolutionary Approach
to How the Tarot Works, by
Ly de Angeles, really gets
to the heart of things. The
author, a practicing witch
and reader for over three
decades, begins with a new
look at how prophecy and
the future work, and suggests that Tarot can actually
impact present and future
reality. She relates Kabbalah, astrology and elemental work, and offers specific
guidance in implementing her ideas. A must for readers
who think there's nothing new being written on Tarot.
Llewellyn, $16.95.

About the EarthTides Pagan Network News
This newsletter comes out eight times a year, around
the Sabbats. Literary, poetic and artistic contributions are welcome, as are opinion pieces. Please
keep submissions to no more than two pages, doublespaced. Please submit on disk or e-mail to
computertutor@mfx.net

All signed articles and artwork are the property of
their creators, and ads are the property of our advertisers; these may not be used elsewhere without permission.

All other content is copyright © 2007 EarthTides Pagan Network, all rights reserved. The EarthTides PaSubscribers' names, addresses and other personal in- gan Network News and the EarthTides name and
formation are kept confidential except to other net- "Moon-over-Maine" logo are copyright © 2007
work members. EPN will aid in establishing contact EarthTides Pagan Network, and may not be used
between individuals, but accepts no legal responsibil- without written permission of the EPN Council.
ity for the results.
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Starcat's Corner: (Cont’d)
(Continued from page 2)

doing a lot of solo introspective work, perhaps clearing our energy system of old patterns and healing
our broken places, that work will show. Even if
we’ve confided in no one but the Goddess, others
will sense our positive energies and respond accordingly. On a subconscious level, they may be inspired
to explore their own inner worlds, or listen more
carefully to what we have to say.
Pagans who have done work in covens, particularly if they started their journey in that setting, can
feel set adrift when they find themselves doing much
of their magick alone. They may feel that they lack a
spiritual intimacy that they have felt when working
with a group, and can be unsure of how they fit into
the greater pagan community. Yet after all, we are all
ultimately solitary practitioners, finding our own
path of connection with the Divine. As we connect
with the universe, we realize that everything is connected; we are all part of the web of life. When you
shovel your elderly neighbor’s walk, you are doing
community service. When you smile at a stranger or
open the door for someone, you are reaching out
and having positive effects beyond the moment.

YULE GIFTS!
EPN T-Shirts!
EPN still has a few more of our beautiful T-Shirts
available for sale This design sports the original
EPN logo and is available
in Birch, Sand and Natural.
SALE PRICES!
$12.00 M,L,XL
$14.00 2X, $15.00 3X
Order now!
E.P.N. P.O. Box 161, E.
Winthrop, ME 04343.

When figuring out how to best serve your community, you might want to ponder these questions:
What things do I most love to do? How can or do
those things have a positive effect on others and the

YULE GIFTS - Beltane Tote-Bags!
If you did not get your 25th anniversary Beltane Tote-Bag at Popham Beach,
or at Common Ground Country Fair you are still in luck! We still have these organic cotton tote bags with forest green print. Be sure to get your bag so you too
can celebrate 25 years of “Pole Dancing”!
The bag is larger than a paper grocery bag, measuring 18"wide x 17.5"high x
7"deep with 13" handles. While they last, these bags will be available for $12.00.
What better way is there to carry your stuff around?
You may order bags by emailing: griffith@mfx.net. Want one shipped? Add
$5.00 for shipping for a total of $17.00. Send checks to: EPN, P.O. Box 161, E.
Winthrop, ME 04343.
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Faerie Tidings: Gifts for the Solstice
By Starcat and BlackLion
The white hills and trees gleam in the pale afternoon sun. We can see our breath as we puff across
the field. Crunching through the snow, we approach
a large, well-boughed balsam fir. This tree is perfect
for our Yule celebration! We envision how the tree
will look when we place the ornaments just so.
Plunking down our boxes, we proceed to do just that.

put the finishing touches on our gift baskets. In each
handmade basket, we artfully place our homemade
delicacies: jars of jam and honey, loaves of applesauce-raisin bread, sweet and sour pickle and pimento relish, spiraled loops of crocheted rainbow
garland, beeswax candles, and sweet potatoes and
assorted gourds from the root cellar.

Being careful not to disturb the fresh snow adorning the tree, we begin to add our festive decorations.
We spiral the strands of popcorn and cranberries
around the branches; we know the birds and squirrels
will appreciate their Yule meal. Our crocheted garland of rainbow yarn is next to join the dance. We
then delicately place the brightly colored blown-glass
balls near the tip of each bough. As we step back to
admire our creation, the sun glistens on the reds and
greens and yellows and blues and, of course, purples.
And finally, the Ice Fairies add the finishing touch,
as frost sparkles before our eyes, coalescing the Yule
tree into a work of art.
Startled by a noise nearby, we turn quickly and
notice a rabbit bounding down the hill. With a twinkle in our eyes, we remember our now-empty boxes
and decide that it's time to celebrate the official start
of Yule. With a running start, our now-unfolded
boxes become sleds, and we're flying down the
snowy field. The rabbit quickens his pace as he notices us not far behind. Our shouts of joy echo vibrantly across the dale. We trudge up the hill a few
more rounds before the now-wet boxes begin to turn
to mush in our hands. Collecting the box pieces, we
head back to the cottage.
Entering our home, we stoke the fire and remove
our wet outer layers. We peel off the mittens with
snow clumps, the boots with snow chunks, the jackets with snow puffs, and the pants with snow streaks.
Soon, we are warming ourselves by the fireplace in
long underwear, sipping spiced nog. The trusty former box sleds are drying by the hearth, ready to help
start the next morning's fire.
Once we've rested a bit and can feel our fingers
and toes again, we turn to the craft table. It's time to

“Ornament” by Revdav © Copyright 2007

The two black cats come to investigate as we stack
the completed baskets near the door, soon to be loaded
onto the sleigh. They sniff curiously at each one, hoping for catnip treats. We oblige their palettes, leaving
them frolicking near the fire as we prepare to depart
for the evening. Last but not least, we gather the
chocolate and pumpkin pies we had made that morning. Dressed in our winter finery, including our embroidered wool cloaks, we head out in to the night,
euphorically anticipating the Yule festivities.
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Mother Winter's
Embrace (Cont’d)
(Continued from page 1)

brothers' fairy tales contain this motif. She rewarded earnest endeavor and punished apathy and
inattentiveness.
Both of these winter goddesses share the dual
traits of outer radiance and inner darkness, folding
them into an integrated whole. Which trait we perceive more strongly informs our appreciation of the
goddesses and their season. If we can see the light
in the dark, we may, like Scatha's heroes, learn valuable lessons. If we can accept the embrace of the
Bear Mother, we may quiet ourselves with the season's natural cycle of repose, go within, and let those
outworn parts of ourselves drift away into the snow.
With each stick of firewood that I put in the
wood stove as the winter storm circles outside, I
sing a prayer to release into the fire of Skadi what is
no longer useful to me. And I listen to the voices in
the snowy wind, chanting a comforting spell that
both embraces and nurtures me, and blows away all
that is no longer needed for my highest good.
Sleep and Dream,
Sleep and Dream,
Held in the arms of the Mother.
Stir and sigh,
Stir and sigh,
Safe in your sweet transformation.
Bright and Dark Blessings, Marigold

Yule Ball!
SamhainDell will be hosting their 2nd Annual
Yule Ball at Central Hall—191 Lisbon St, Lewiston
on December 29th. “Formal Attire” is expected as
befits a Ball. It is also a Chem free - Family Event
which will run from 6pm to 2am. There will be two
bands: Freakwitch and Sunset Strip!
Tickets are only $5 single, $8 couple. Kids under
10 yrs (with parent or guardian) free. Tickets are limited so please order now! For more information,
please call: (207) 946-7732

The Ballots are
Counted!
The ballots are all counted and
the EarthTides Pagan Network
has two officer elects! By a unanimous vote of the Pagan Supreme
Court it was determined that ballots with hanging chads from the
state of Florida would not be
counted.
The news is that, with a late entry write-in vote,
Nikki Shields (shown below at Beltane with her husband, Matt) has won unanimous election as President
elect.
Nikki, a long
time member of
EarthTides, hails
from Hollis, ME.
She writes regular
columns for this
newsletter; not
only Starcat’s
Corner, but more
recently, together
with Blacklion,
she has been writing the Faerie Tidings articles as
well!
The position of Treasurer has also been decided.
With another unanimous vote of confidence, Flo
Drake has won reelection as Treasurer of the network! (No picture available) This will be at least the
third term in which Flo has ably filled this position.
The “transition of power” will occur at our annual meeting which will be held after Imbolc at a
date and location to be determined. Be sure to check
the next issue for details!
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Is Heath 'bogeyman' of tolerance?
© Copyright 2007 BILL NEMITZ and the Portland
The Christian Civic League hasn't stopped
Press Herald
fuming since.
Irony doesn't get any sweeter than this: The Christian Civic League of Maine is up in arms because Executive Director Michael Heath's picture was spotted
on the bulletin board of (brace yourself) a church!
"A reasonable person could look at that and get the
impression that they're kind of targeting (Heath) as the
bogeyman," Michael Hein, the league's administrator,
said Thursday.

Writing this week in The Record, the league's
online newsletter, Hein listed the members of the
Diversity Committee -- complete with Internet
links to their backgrounds. He also quoted one of
five members of the First Baptist Church of South
Portland who attended the screening. "We didn't
know what to expect," said the man, who was not
identified. "But we knew we were going into Satan's territory."

Uh huh. And your point?

Nice. Hein & Co. attend a public function at a
church to which they don't belong, only to equate
It happened a week ago today at the First Congre- it later with the lair of none other than Lucifer
gational Church in South Portland. The church's Diver- himself.
sity Committee held a public screening of "For the BiAnd now Hein has the gall to object to Heath's
ble Tells Me So," an award- winning documentary
picture being posted there because ... why?
about five families dealing with the revelation that a
"Because it was inside a church," Hein replied.
son or daughter is gay.
"There's a place for this; if (McCall) wants to take
Most of the 200 or so people who packed the
on the league and Mike Heath, he could do that,
church were supportive of the film's tolerant message. perhaps, off church property."
Less enthusiastic were the handful of Christian fundaThe Rev. McCall, bless him, devoted part of
mentalists, including Hein, who showed up with camlast
Sunday's sermon to the flap. And like any
eras and notebooks in hand to document what they
good pastor, he used a little humor:
later called an "abomination" in progress.
A man is being shown around heaven for the
But it wasn't the movie that prompted Hein later to
first
time by St. Peter, who notes "the amazing diconfront John McCall, the church's senior minister.
versity of God's people, living in heaven in comRather, it was a posting on the Diversity Committee's
plete
harmony." Walking through the grassy hills,
bulletin board that juxtaposed Heath's picture and a
column he wrote last spring denouncing same-sex mar- green meadows and still waters, they come across
a great fortress without windows.
riage with a rebutting letter-to-the-editor by McCall.
"I find it offensive," Hein said.

First, Hein told McCall the display was
"sophomoric." Then, searching for a better word, he
called it "infantile." Finally, he settled on "petty."

"What's that?" asks the newcomer.

"Oh," says St. Peter. "That's where the fundamentalists live. It's not heaven for them if they
"He was really just looking for some way to agitate think anyone else got in."
me," recalled McCall.
ED. NOTE: Michael Heath (and the Maine
McCall, refusing the bait, simply explained to Hein Christian Civic League) are well known in Maine
the role of the Diversity Committee -- an outgrowth of for harassing and intimidating those who believe
the church's seven- year-old policy of being "open and differently than they do. Perhaps they would be
affirming" to people of all sexual orientations and gen- better off following Jesus' command to “Love
der identities.
your neighbor as yourself”. ..
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Calendar of Events
NOTE: If you'd like your event included in our calendar of events,
please send us an e-mail, with Calendar Listings as the subject, to
grove@fairpoint.net before the deadline for the issue in which you'd
like it listed. Each issue of the newsletter lists the next deadline on
the second page.

need not be a member of EPN, or even a subscriber to this newsletter, to list an event here. All we ask is that events be non-profit -- that
is, that any fees for participating not exceed the reasonable cost of
putting on the event -- and submitted to us by e-mail or post by the
publication deadline. (Those planning for-profit events are welcome to
avail themselves of our very affordable advertising opportunities.)

If you would like an extra copy of this calendar to post on a pubWe make no claim as to the value or safety of any of these
lic bulletin board, please feel free to photocopy this page. If you know
a business in your area which would like to post one, please send the events, and caution our readers to rely on their own best judgment
information to the above e-mail address and we'll add it to the mailing when assessing any situation, particularly those involving strangers.
That said, we also encourage you to participate in as wide a spectrum
list.
of the Pagan community as you can, both for your own enjoyment
As a service to the Pagan community, we seek to list as many
and because our community needs your positive energy and good
events as possible that would be of interest to Maine Pagans. You
fellowship.
December, 07
21 Winter Solstice Celebration at Houlton Unitarian Church
Potluck @ 6pm, Drumming starts 7 pm, Ritual at 7:30 pm.
For more info call: 532-2455
22 Forest Sanctuary's Yule ritual, arrive at 5:00, pot luck dinner,
second-hand, gender-neutral small-gift exchange. Details:
forestsanctuary@yahoo.com
24 Full Moon
25 Mithras Day, Feast of Sol Invictus, and Christmas
29 SamhainDell's 2nd Annual Yule Ball . See article on page 6!
For info call: (207) 946-7732
January, 08
8 New Moon
22 Full Moon
28 Mercury turns retrograde
30 Mars turns direct
February, 08
3 Open Imbolc at Silver Cauldron in Saco at 3:45. RSVP and
Details at: directions@silvercauldroncoven.com.
6 New Moon
13 “Sex & Sexuality”, part of a program series offered by USM's
interfaith team of Associate Chaplains to be held in Gorham. For
info email: oldelucy@maine.rr.com
19 Mercury direct (whew!)
20 Full Moon
24 Maine Pagan Clergy Association quarterly meeting 4:00.
Info www.mainepaganclergy.org/calendar.htm
March, 08
16 Silver Cauldron Coven's Ostara Open Ritual 3:45 pm RSVP
and details at: directions@silvercauldroncoven.com.
20 Vernal Equinox
April, 08
27 Beltane on the Beach at Popham, Maypoles before
lunch, bring nine yards of ribbon, and food to share!

Monthly Events
USM Pagan Students Association: Wednesdays 6:00 in Boiler room,
on Portland Campus, Woodbury campus center. Community members
are welcome as well. FMI email usmpsa@yahoo.com.
Coffee Talk: Open to all, every other week at Thirteen Moons at the
corner of Penobscot and Central Streets in downtown Millinocket.
E-mail lilywillowspirit@yahoo.com for further information.
Beans, Leaves & Deities: Pagan Coffee Chats – 2nd Saturdays, New
Portland Church, Portland, ME. Coffee, tea and meet other Southern
Maine Pagans. All Pagan paths are welcome. Our goal is to provide a
safe, fun and welcoming space for local Pagans to meet, network, share
ideas and enjoy a cuppa. One hour topical discussion followed by social
time. FMI: call 671-4292, jgrandbois@gwi.net.
www.beansleavesdeities.blogspot.com.
Open Circles in Lubec. Third Thursday of each month at 7:00 PM. Circle meetings are open to all like-minded individuals. Different subject
each month. For details & directions, call 733-4999.
Druidry/Pagan Practice and Training, Bar Mills. For further information, contact Kevin at shazthod@sacoriver.net. These are two-hour sessions, held one Sunday afternoon per month, and open to beginners and
more advanced practitioners; participants of all Pagan paths are welcome.
Pagan Coffee Klatch, Quilting Bee and Clothing Swap. Gardiner. For
further information, contact Jani at fritti.cat@verizon.net.
Acorn Circle: 5:30 – 7:00 PM the fourth Wednesday of each month @
Sam’s Restaurant in Lisbon Falls. Acorn circle is an eclectic American
Wiccan group with degree training & workshops at Sabbats and Esbats.
All training is free and done entirely on a voluntary basis. To join the
group and/or to get more info, e-mail vernalnox1@yahoo.com. Adults
only.
Monthly Full Moon rituals in Phippsburg. Whispering Grove Labyrinth
of Spiritual Community is an open community not affiliated with any particular tradition or religion. Contact: 207-389-2423 or labyrinth@whisperinggrove.com.
Pagan Home-Schoolers: Each Wednesday before the full moon, a
group meets in Standish from 9:00 to Noon/ Call 207-642-5045.
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Networking
The people and groups listed here are mentioned because they have done two things: They have volunteered to serve
as points of contact for those seeking Pagan community, and they have agreed to follow a set of basic rules of ethical
conduct. Any person or group may be listed here by subscribing to this newsletter and agreeing to those expectations;
please contact EPN to arrange such a listing.
EPN has no interest in serving as the "Pagan police," and explicitly supports the autonomy of each person and group in
matters of faith, belief and worship. The Maine Pagan community encompasses a wide variety of people and practices, and seekers are cautioned that any person or activity that makes you uncomfortable is probably wrong for you.
Groups and individuals who seek networking opportunities but are reluctant to sign the Standards are encouraged to
take advantage of our advertising columns.
AUGUSTA AREA

ONLINE RESOURCES

Bill and Johanna Chellis Pantheists working with the
circle, wheel and labyrinth. 685-3860

EPN website

http://www.earthtides.org

Maine Pagan Forum

OXFORD HILLS AREA

http://www.mainepagan.com
Khyrohn Ni Mara Eclectic Wiccan focusing on healing
Maine Pagan Resource Page
through herbs and drumming. RR1 Box 2606, N. Waterhttp://www. janeraeburn.com/maine
ford, ME 04267. 583-4215.
Maine Pagan Clergy Association website
PORTLAND/YORK COUNTY
http://www.mainepaganclergy.org
Temple of Brigantia. Wiccan group honoring the Goddesses and Gods of Britain and Rome. Offering open Full Maine Pagan Mailing List To join send blank eMoon rituals and accepting selected candidates for apmail to mepagan-subscribe@egroups.com
prenticeship. Jane/Cassius, 646-6634 or temEPN Mailing List (open to newsletter subscribers
ple@janeraeburn.com
only), to join send blank e-mail to:
Circle of the Silver Cauldron Atlantic. Eclectic Wicearthtides-subscribe@egroups.com
can coven emphasizing creativity and self-development.
Maine Pagan Politics List To join send blank e-mail
Great Day celebrations open to the community. Contact
to: meppolitics-subscribe@egroups.com
Thea or Harry, 282-1491 or oldewtch@maine.rr.com
On-line Locations of Pagans
SPECIAL INTERESTS
Pagan Motorcyclist's Maine chapter of “Ancient Riders”, For info: www.ancientriders.org

List of voluntarily supplied Pagan folks in Maine.
Check it out, add yourself, meet some fellow Pagans
in your area! http://www.frappr.com/mep

BE A PART OF EPN
NAME: __________________________________

E-MAIL ADDRESS:________________________

ADDRESS:_______________________________

This is a (check one):

CITY:____________________________________

___ New membership

___ Renewal

STATE: __________________________________

Mail to:

ZIP CODE: _______________________________

EPN, P.O. Box 161, E. Winthrop, ME 04343.

EPN
P.O. Box 161
E. Winthrop, ME 04343
www.earthtides.org

See our Election Results!
See Page 6

